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THE PERIODIC POINTS OF MAPS OF 
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IN THIS article we consider maps of the interval and the disk and give two results about heir sets 
of periodic points. 
THEOREM 1. Let f : [O, I] + [0, I] be continuous and hove a point of prime period n = 2%, m 
odd, m > 1. Then, 
(1) the topological entropy h cf) > t log 2, 
and 
(2) there is a K, (independent off) such that, if r = 2dk and k L K,, then f has at least 2”” 
points of prime period r. 
Consider the following ordering of the positive integers: 
3<5<*. . <3.2<5.2<. ..<3.22<S~22<~.-<23<22<2<1. 
It was shown in [8] that if f ; R --, R is continuous with a point of prime period n and n < r, then f
has a point of prime period r. Recently[6] it was rediscovered that 3 < r for alI r. The theorem 
above gives a lower bound on the number of these guaranteed periodic points. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a C’ embedding of a two-dimensional disk into itself which is 
Kupka-Smote and has no periodic sources or sinks. This embedding has exactfy one hyperbolic 
orbit of period 2”, for each n 2 0 and no other periodic points. 
By taking this example on one disk and its inverse on another, one can glue together to 
produce a C’ Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism of S2 with no periodic source or sink, answering a
question of Smale [7]. 
These two results are related in the following way. There are maps on the interval with finitely 
many periodic points, all with periods a power of 2. Dennis Pixton showed us how to get 
analogous maps of the disk. The Kupka-Smale mbedding of Theorem 2 is obtained as a limit of 
such maps. Theorem 1 shows that any continuous map of the interval with finitely many periodic 
points must have only points whose period is a power of 2. 
In [3], the second author showed that if a Kupka-Smale map of D’ has no source or sink 
whose period is a power of 2 then it must have infinitely many periodic points. The example 
constructed for Theorem 2 shows that this result cannot be strengthened along the lines of 
Theorem 1. In particular this example can be seen to have entropy 0 and if N,,, is the number of 
fixed points of its m th iterate then lim sup (l/m) log N, = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Topological entropy satisfies the property h cf’“) = 2dh cf) (see [ 11); so it 
is enough to prove (1) for the case d = 0. Clearly (2) also needs checking only for d = 0, i.e. n 
odd.LetT={x,,<x,<*. . < x, -,} be an orbit of f and set 1, = lx,-,, ~$1. The intervals I,, . . . , I, -! 
can be viewed as a set of generators for H,([O, 11, T; 2) = Z”-‘. Let us write A = (a,,) where 
f,(L) =X ad; UIJ, the algebraic number of times f(A) crosses 1;, must be 0 or 21. 
I 
Consider the exact sequence 
O-+HI([O, 11, T)+Ho(T)+Ho([O, l]>+O 
jf.=A 1 f,=B /f*=C 
O+H*([O, 13, W+H0(T)-+Ho([O, l]>+O. 
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NOW Ho(T) = 2" and B =f* on Ho(T) is a cyclic permutation matrix; hence det (B - t1) = 
I - t”. Also H&O, I]) = 2, C = I, and det (C - t1) = 1 -t. Because of the exact sequence (see [5], 
P. 402) det (B - tZ> = det (A - tZ) det (C - tl), i.e. det (A - t1) = 1 + t +. . . + t”-‘. 
Call a finite sequence 1 = (1%. . , Ii,) admissible if ]ai ,,,,., 1 = 1 for all 0 5 r < k. For such 
sequences define F(J) by setting F(I,) = 1, and choosing F(I-,, . . , Ii,) recursively so that 
(a) F(I,, . . ,6,) is a closed subinterval of I,, and 
(b) f(interior F(I,, . . . , I,,)) = interior F(li,, . . . , Z,,). 
Inductively one sees that for 0 5 r I k one has f’(interior F(I-,, . . , 6,)) = interior F(I,,, . . . , 
I,,) and f’(F(I-,, . . , I;,)) = F(Z,,, . . . , I,,). 
Letting IA 1 = ([ai, 1) one sees that IA 1: i is the number of admissible sequences (1,. . . . , Ii,) with 
i, = i, ik = j. In particular Tr]A jk is the number of such sequences which are periodic, i.e. have 
i, = i,. For such a periodic admissible sequence i = (I,, . , I;:,), f” maps the closed interval 
F(l) C 1, onto Ii, = 1, and so there is a point p(i) E F(J) with /“p(I) = p(I). Suppose 
I’ = (Ii*, . . . , Ii:) is a periodic admissible sequence with p(J’) = p(l) but l’ # 1. Then i: # i, for 
some 0 I r 5 k, fp(I) = fp(j’) E I, n Ii: C T and f’(int F’(J) n int F(_I’)) c int I,, n int L; = 0. 
Thus 9 = p(J) = ~(1’) must be a common endpoint of F(_I) and F(I’) (as 
int F(I) n int F(l’) = 0) and 9 = fk9 = f”-‘f’9 E f4-‘T = T. Any duplications in the list of 
p(Z)‘s with fixed k must be points of T and each of these can occur at most twice. Hence 
P, = {p(J): I = (I,, . . , 1,) admissible and i0 = ik} has cardinality at least Tr IAlk -n. 
Fix N and let FN = {F(_I):_I = (I,, . . , Ii,_,) admissible}. FN is a family of closed intervals 
intersecting only at endpoints; choose l N >O smaller than the length of any of these intervals. 
Define the relation R on PNt by 9R9’ if dcf”‘9, fN’9’)5 eN for all r E [O, k). Since 
fNrpU) E F(L,,, . . . , ,,,+,-,I, pCI)Rp(l’) would imply that F(li,,, . . . , Ii,,+._,) and FL, . . . , 1. 
I ik,+m_,) have no interval of FN between them. That is, given l, there are at most three choices of 
what (Irk., . . . , h.,,+A could be for 1’ with p C_Z’)Rp (I); hence p(J) can be R-related to at most 3’ 
other points of Pm. Hence we can find a subset Qk C P Nt such that no two points of Qk are 
R-related and card Q* 2 (l/3’) card PNL. The set QII is (Nk. l ,)-separated forf(see [2]) and so 
h(f) 2 h cf, eN) 2 IiTzp & log (card Qk) 
2 liyzp $ (log Tr /A (Sk - k log 3). 
A nonnegative matrix B is called irreducible if for any i, j one has B; j > 0 for some r > 0. By 





where each lAql is irreducible or 0, [4, p. 751. Now 1 + t +. . . + t”-’ = det (A - tI) = 
h det (A, - tI). The constant term of every p4 (t) = det (A, - tI) must be f 1 and some ps (r) has 
q-1 
a nonzero linear term. We claim this p,(t) has degree at least 2. Otherwise 
p,(t) = c, + czt, Cl f 0 f cz 
and -c,/cZ is a root of I+ t +- . .+ t”-‘; but this polynomial has no real roots. Hence this 
p,(t) = cl + c2t + t*g(t) with cl, c2, g(t) all nonzero. 
Let s = deg ps (t) > 1. Form the directed graph G with vertices { 1, . . . , s} and an edge i + j iff 
IAqli.i > 0. The graph G is strongly connected (from each vertex there are paths to every other 
vertex) as iA41 is an irreducible matrix. If G were simply an s-circuit, then, reordering the basis 
A, would have the form 
with l i = 2 1 
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(all omitted entries are 0). One then would have det (A, - t1) = 1 + t’, contradicting the choice of 
4. That G is not just an s-circuit has the following consequence. 
LEMMA 1. 14s.~~~ a(Tr IA I’) > 92. 
Proof. Let C, be a circuit in G of minimal ength; a = length C, < s as G is strongly 
connected but not just a single circuit. Among all paths in G whose endpoints are on C, but the 
rest of whose vertices are off Cl, choose P of minimal length. Either CZ = P is a circuit or one 
obtains a circuit CZ by going along P and part of C,. In either case one gets a circuit CZ # C,, with 
b = length C2 5 s and a vertex t’ in common with C,. Think of each C, as starting and ending at u 
and form all paths of the form Ci,C,. . . C,,, with j, = 1 or 2. Each is a periodic admissible 
string and such strings are distinct for distinct (j,, . . . , jk). The numbers L, of strings of length r
obtained this way satisfy 
If a is the positive root of t” + t* - 1 = 0, then the power series Z L,t’ has radius of 
r-l 
convergence at most a i.e. lim sup q(L,) 2 l/a. The lemma follows as Tr (A,/ 2 L, and 
r- 
a < l/$2 (using a, b < n). Cl 
Consider the point p = p (_Z) with J = (Ibr . . . , I,,), i. = it, a circuit in G. We want to count the 
number NZ(G) of points obtained this way which have prime period k. If p has a period 1 < k, 
then Ilk and f”‘p =f’p E A,,, n I,,. Either 1 is a string of period I (i.e. I,+, = I, for all r) or 
p E 2”. Excluding these cases, we have at least Tr IA, 1’ - 2n - C Tr IA, /’ periodic k-paths J in G 
Ilk 
with p(I) E T and pu) having prime period k. As before, the condition p(J) B T implies that 
p(I)‘s are distinct for distinct such paths J So 
NX(G) 2 TrlA, 1’ - 2n - z Tr IA, 1’. 
The Perron-Froebenius theorem says that there is an eigenvalue A > 0 of (A, I so that A 2 IU I
for all other eigenvalues u of /A,[. Furthermore (see [4], p. 53) either: 
(a) A is simple and A > Iu I for u # A, or 
(b) there is a kth root 5 of 1 (k > 1) so that u -5~ permutes the eigenvalues of IA,I. 
In case (b), k/s as u +@ permutes the set of s eigenvalues of IA91 and 
p,(l)=fi(u,-t)=@-t)=t-qi(,-&)=p,(@). 
I-I i-1 I-I 
This contradicts ps (t) having nonzero linear term. Hence case (a) holds and there is a c > 0, so 
that CA’ 5 Tr IA,Ik = i Ai” 5 sh ’ for large k. Then 
i-1 
NX(G)?cAk-2n-szA’?cA”-2n-s x A’?chl-Zn-c. 
Ilk 1=X*121 
By the lemma, A > $2. It follows that N2(G) 2 2”” for k 2 some Ko. This proves statement (2) 
of the theorem, with K. the largest K, for the finitely many G which can occur for a fixed n. To 
prove (l), 
1 
h cf) 2 liTs_up m (log Tr IA ) m - k log 3) 
2 liyzp & (log c + Nk log A - k log 3) 
rlogA +og3. 
As this is true for all N > 0, h cf) > log A > (l/n) log 2. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Choose a sequence of positive real numbers {r,}Z_,, such that F-~+~ <f ri. 
For each n, we form a family of 2” disks of radius r. denoted D”‘, D.*, . . . Dn2n. In each of these 
disks we choose and orient a diametral axis and then delete two symmetrically placed disks of 
radius r. +, which are contained inside the circle of radius 5 r,,, (see Fig. 1). 
We will denote by B, the disk D,’ with the two smaller disks removed. Also let 
A,‘={X E D,‘l$r, sIXj<r,}. 
We now inductively place the disks {D!,+,} in the 2”+’ holes in {B.‘} (see Fig. 2) in such a way 
that the axis of Ox+, makes an angle of (i - 1)~/2”” with the positive x-axis (we assume DO1 is 
the unit disk in R* and its oriented axis is the positive x-direction. 
We will now define a map h, : D,’ + D,’ which on the outer edge is a rotation through an angle 
of ~12” but inside the annulus A,’ is a rotation of half that angle. We iirst choose a C” function 
a. whose graph is as in Fig. 3. 
For later use we note this can be done so that [W,(r)1 < l/(r, - fr.) <4/r,. We then define 
h. : D,’ + D,’ in polar co-ordinates centered at the center of D,! to be (r, Oj+[r, 0 + (7r/2” )@. (r)]. 
We now define g, : U D,’ 3 by saying g. : D.’ + D,,‘+’ (or Dn2- + D.‘) is a translation 
followed by h.. The map’g. has been defined so that 
(1) g, agrees with g,.+ where both are defined, i.e. on {aD,‘}. 
(2) Inside A,,’ the map g, is a translation followed by a rotation to line up the axis with the 
axis of D,“’ (see Fig. 2). 
(3) gn2n : D,i + Dni is a rotation through rr inside of A,‘. 
We denote DO’ by D and define G, : D +D 
by G,(x) = [g$;‘, X E BJ, 
lSj<n 
x E Db,,’ for some i. 
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The sequence G. converges uniformly to a C’ diffeomorphism G of D, but we postpone the 
proof of this for the moment and complete the rest of the proof. 
For each n > 1 choose a circle C.’ in A,’ such that G’” IC,’ = g,*” ICY,’ is an irrational rotation, 
and let Cmi = Gi-‘(C,‘). Now let &’ be the region between Cmi and the two circles Ca+, and CZ,” 
(see Fig. 4). 
Fig. 4. 
Now choose a C” function pm which is positive on the interior of I$,’ and constant on each 
component of the boundary, which has all derivatives zero on the boundary, and which has the 
additional properties: 
(a) The gradient of pm generates a flow like that shown in Fig. 4; in particular there is a single 
hyperbolic ritical point at the center of D.’ and apart from that point the (I and o limit set of the 
flow is the set of boundary points of I?,‘. 
(b) We require pm 0 G’” = pm on L?,‘. This is done by making pm a function of only the radius r 
on A,’ and similarly on the parts of A A+, and AZ.“+? which lie in I%‘) and making it symmetric 
about the axis of II,,‘. 
(c) We extend p” to all of D by setting p”(x) = p” 0 G’-‘(X) for x E B,’ and by making pm 
constant on each component of D - lJ B,‘. It then follows that P. 0 G = p”. 
(d) By multiplying by a constant ,e can assume that the norms of p” and its first two 
derivatives are uniformly less than l/2”. 
_ 
We can then define the C2 function on D, p = 2 p., and define the diffeomorphism L : D +D 
n-1 
to be the time one map of the flow of grad p. Since p 0 G = p we have L 0 G = G 0 L. 
Our final diffeomorphism isdefined by F = L 0 G. To check its periodic points we consider 
I&‘. First note F’(&‘) n B.’ = 0 if 0 < k < 2” so it suffices to consider F’” : B.’ + I?.’ and this 
has only the fixed point at the center of D,,’ and no other periodic points (recall F’” = 
L'" 0 G'"). Thus the centers of the Dni form a hyperbolic orbit of period 2”. Notice that no 
stable or unstable manifolds can intersect because they can never cross C,’ or CL+,, and hence 
the stable and unstable manifold of the center of D,,’ are contained in I?.‘. Finally, there are no 
other periodic points because if x E I?,’ for any i and n then x is in the Cantor set 
K = n (u D.‘), and x E D.’ implies x # FL(x) for 0 < k < 2”. Since this holds for any n no 
i 
point ia K can be periodic. One checks easily in fact that every orbit of F in K is dense in K, i.e. 
F is minimal on K. 
All that remains is to prove the 
LEMMA 2. The sequence G,, converges in the C’ topology to a diffeomorphism G : D +D. 
Proof. We show first that G, is a Cauchy sequence in C’(D,D). Since for x E A,‘, 
G,(x) = G, (x) for all m, n, it suffices to show that given e > 0, gus IdG, (x) - dG, (x)1 < E for n, 
m sufficiently large. For definiteness we suppose n 2 m, and consider the value of 
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IdG. (x) - dG, (x)1 for different values of x. Outside of v D,’ the functions G. and G, agree so 
we need only consider x in the D,‘. 
Now if x E D,’ but x EE A,,’ for any j and any m <p 5 n, then near x, G, is a translation 
followed by a rotation through n/(2”-‘) and G, is a translation followed by rotation through a 
smaller positive angle. Thus for these x, JdG,(x) - dG,(x)I < a/(2”-‘). 
Finally consider x E A,,‘, m < p 5 n. Use polar co-ordinates r, 0 centered at the center of D,’ 
and polar co-ordinates r’, 8’ centered at the center of Dpk+‘. In these co-ordinates G, (which 
equals gP on A,‘) is given by 
r’ = r, f3’=0+a@,(r), where (2 =$. 
We estimate as follows IdG, (x) - dG,(x>l zs IdG,(x) - idi + IdG, (x) - id I. 
The map G, is still a translation and rotation through 77/2” so IdG,(x) - id I < 7r/2”. 
To compute the other term we note that in polar co-ordinates the Jacobian matrix for dG,(x) 
is 




p_I = -r sin 8’ 
r cos 8’ > 
are respectively matrices for the change from Cartesian to polar r, 8 and the change from polar 
r’, 0’ to Cartesian. We will check only MII. 
One computes that 
Since 8’ - 8 < m/2”’ we have lm,, - 115 7~/2” + ollr@$,(r)l, but CD,, was constructed so that 
IrQ(r)l< 4 and since a I +1r/2~ we have IM,, - 11 I 27r/2”-*. Similarly [Ml& lMz,l and [Mz-- 11 
are less than 2n/2”-‘. So the sequence G, is Cauchy and therefore has a limit G which is a C’ 
map. The same argument shows this is true for the sequence G.-’ and thus it follows that G is a 
diffeomorphism. cl 
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